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Glossary & Abbreviations
Accommodation Bridge or underpass provided to facilitate movements across the new road
Structure
by a landowner or landowners via routes not on public roads.
AOD

Level Above Ordnance Datum.

Bypass

A road that goes around or through a residential area, which has limited
strategic access to that area.

Carriageway

The paved area of a road along which vehicles travel.

Chainage (Ch)

Distance measurement along the line of a road.

Compound
Curves

A curve made up of two arcs of differing radii whose centres are on the
same side.

Crest curve

A vertical curve leading from an uphill section of road to a downhill section.

DEM

Director of Engineering Memorandum.

Departure from
Standards

Reduction in Standards, outside the usual minimum requirement, which is
applied with consideration to the economic worth of the scheme, the
environment and the safety of the road user.

Design speed

The speed to which a road is designed to be safe (note that this is different
from a speed limit, which is the speed up to which a driver can drive
legally).

DMRB

Design Manual for Roads and Bridges.

Dual
carriageway

A road that has 2 paved carriageways separated by a central reserve.

Dual Two Lane
(D2AP)

Dual Two Lane all Purpose Road, i.e. a Dual Carriageway.

Earthworks
balance

Situation where all material excavated from the ground can be re-used on
site.

Floodplain

Area of land that bounds the extent to which a river or other watercourse
floods during a heavy and prolonged period of rainfall.

Grade

Generally describes a two- (or three-) level junction, linked by connector or
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separation

slip roads.

Inscribed Circle
Diameter (ICD)

The inscribed circle diameter of a roundabout is the diameter of the largest
circle that can be fitted into the junction outline.

Lay-by

A parking area within the highway boundary, which can be used for short
breaks from driving, or to stop in case of emergencies.

Overbridge

Structure carrying a minor road over the new A5.

Priority junction

A "T" junction, where a major or main road has priority to a minor road that
joins it.

Proposed
Scheme

The dual carriageway, junctions, side roads and all associated works and
mitigation that are included within the Draft Vesting Orders.

Relaxation

Allowable reduction in Standards, below desirable minimum values, which
is applied with consideration to the economic worth of the scheme, the
environment and the safety of the road user.

Sag curve

A vertical curve leading from a downhill Section of road to an uphill Section.

SAR

Scheme Assessment Report.

Side long

Where an earthwork runs parallel to a slope (rather than perpendicular).
Involves cutting at one side of the earthwork and filling at the other side.

Single S2

Single Carriageway Road.

Stopping Sight
Distance (SSD)

The distance a driver should be able to see along a road in the direction of
travel in order to be able to stop safely in the event of an incident.

Substructure

All elements of a bridge below the deck level – abutments, piers, wing walls
etc.

Surcharge
Type A Lay-by
Underbridge

Temporary load imposed on an earthwork, usually by increasing the height
of the soil during construction, designed to accelerate settlement.
Type A lay-bys have a segregation island that separates main line traffic
from parked vehicles.
Structure carrying the new A5 over a minor road.
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1

Introduction
Personal Details

1.1

My name is Declan Maguire; I am a Principal Engineer leading a Highways Design
Team within Mouchel, based in Mouchel’s Manchester Office.

1.2

I hold a Bachelor of Engineering (BEng) Honours degree in Civil Engineering issued
from Southbank University in 1994 and was accepted as a Chartered Engineer by
the Institution of Engineers of Ireland in 2001 and later by the Institution of Civil
Engineers (ICE) in 2005.

1.3

I have over 16 years post graduate experience in civil engineering, having worked
for the last 10 years in both the public and private sector, primarily on major road
projects. Since 2004 I have worked for Mouchel in the Highways (Major Projects)
sector.

1.4

My early work involved the on-site setting out and supervision of civils contracts in
England including the construction of approach roads and infrastructure for
commercial and retail developments.

1.5

Following a period as Site Engineer, I worked as a Civil Engineer on the
construction and design of roads and drainage infrastructure for Liquefied Natural
Gas terminals.

1.6

Between 2000 and 2004, I was based in Ireland and was involved with the
development of the M3 Clonee to North of Kells Public Private Partnership (PPP)
Motorway scheme as a Senior Executive Engineer with the National Roads Design
Office in Co. Meath. I was responsible for managing the delivery of the project from
the Consulting Engineers in accordance with the NRA (National Roads Authority)
Guidelines from the initial design stage through to publication of Compulsory
Purchase Orders (CPO) and the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).

1.7

My duties included organising and attending public consultations, carrying out site
visits with landowners to discuss concerns regarding the proposed motorway and
recording design issues for forwarding to the consultants for consideration. I was
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involved in the preparation of the Orders including all drawings and schedules and I
attended the Oral Hearing providing support for the Expert Witnesses.
1.8

I joined Mouchel in 2004 after moving to England where I have been involved with a
range of highways related projects including the planning and development of
bypass schemes for North Yorkshire County Council and major road upgrades for
the Highways Agency, including:

1.9



A19 Burn Bypass;



A19 Shipton Bypass; and



A684 Bedale, Aiskew, Leeming Bar (BAL) Bypass schemes.

In 2005 I became a Project Manager for the major projects team where I was
responsible for the delegated Project Manager duties for the Highways Agency. My
role included managing the multidisciplinary activities involved in taking schemes
from conception through detailed design and construction.

These schemes

included:


The A66 Carkin Moor to Scotch Corner and Greta Bridge to Stephen Bank
Improvement schemes (an online upgrade of these sections of the existing
A66 to dual carriageway);



A1(M) Durham Climbing Lane scheme (additional lane on the A1(M));



A1 Adderstone to Belford Dualling Scheme (an offline upgrade to dual
carriageway);



A63 Osgodby bypass (a single carriageway bypass);



A19 Moor Farm Roundabout (an upgrade of the existing junction); and



A19 Silverlink Roundabout (an upgrade of the existing junction).

Role and Responsibilities on the A5 WTC Project
1.10

My role on the A5 Western Transport Corridor scheme is Section Project Manager
for Section 3 of the scheme. I have coordinated and managed the delivery of the
scheme between Omagh South and South of Aughnacloy.
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1.11

This is a role I have fulfilled since 2008, co-ordinating the activities of the design
teams and various disciplines working on the project and liaising with Roads
Service on technical issues.

1.12

I have been involved in the preliminary options phase leading to the publishing of
the Stage 1 Report (Preliminary Options Report), the Preferred Route phase
leading to the publishing of the Stage 2 Report (Preferred Options Report) and the
Publishing of the Draft Orders leading to the publishing of the draft Stage 3 Report
(Scheme Assessment Report).

1.13

I have taken part in the public consultation exercises that have been ongoing
throughout the lifetime of the project and have met with the majority of the affected
landowners at these public consultation meetings and individually at site meetings. I
have worked closely with the Environment team in the production of the ES as well
as the Contractors with respect to buildability issues.
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2

Scope of Evidence

2.1

Mr Peter Edwards, in his evidence, has outlined the background to the project and
the progression of the project from the award of the contract to Mouchel through the
route selection process to identification of the Proposed Scheme.

2.2

My evidence will address the particulars of the Proposed Scheme design for
Section 3 under the following headings:

2.3



The Existing Situation & Scheme Objectives;



Development of Proposed Scheme;



Proposed Scheme details;



Other Engineering Aspects; and



Conclusions.

In presenting a description of the scheme my statement will also describe certain
areas of specialism and their inter-relationships. Where appropriate I have cross
referenced to the evidence of other expert witnesses.
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3

The Existing Situation & Scheme Objectives

3.1

An overview of the existing conditions and the key constraints has been described
by Mr. Peter Edwards as part of his Submission and these are detailed further in the
published reports; the Preliminary Options Report, the Preferred Options Report
and the draft Stage 3 Scheme Assessment Report.

3.2

In Chapter 5, I describe how the scheme fits into the community and landscape and
the mitigation proposed.
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4

Development of Proposed Scheme
Highways

4.1

The design of the scheme has been undertaken in accordance with the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) which, since 1992, provides a
comprehensive manual system which incorporates all current design standards,
advice notes and other published documents, assessment and operation of trunk
roads (including motorways) in the United Kingdom. Volume 6 of the DMRB
contains mandatory requirements and advice regarding the geometry to be applied
to highway links, junctions and features.

4.2

The initial objective was to design a dual carriageway to at least Desirable Minimum
Standards to produce a high standard of road safety in accordance with Volume 6,
TD9/93 – Highway Link Design. Relaxations have been introduced to the dual
carriageway where significant benefits were easily identifiable; particularly
environmental and/or cost, whilst paying particular attention to safety aspects.

4.3

To contribute to improving road safety, the dual carriageway has no gaps in the
central reserve for turning traffic and no major/ minor junctions. Minor roads are
stopped up or are grade separated without connection to the A5WTC with the
provision of overbridges and underbridges.

4.4

Side roads have been designed to suit their purpose and reflect the existing nature
of the road in accordance with DMRB Volume 6, TD9/93 Highway Link Design and
Director of Engineering Memorandum DEM 118/09: ‘Design Speed for Roads’.
Formal discussions were held with Roads Service and their Technical Approval
Authority to ensure acceptance of the proposed alignment, where the design being
promoted departed from the above standards.

4.5

Cross-sections for the dual carriageway, slip roads and side roads have been
designed in accordance with TD27/05, see Table 1 below. At a number of locations
the verges and median (for dual carriageway only) are wider than their minimum
dimension to satisfy forward visibility requirements. The median of the dual
carriageway accommodates overbridge piers and associated safety barrier detail.
Layouts of grade-separated junctions, compact grade separated junctions,
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roundabouts and priority junctions have been designed in accordance with
TD22/06, TD40/94, TD16/07 and TD42/95 respectively.
Table 1 - Mainline Cross Section Dimensions

Carriageway Type

Dual Carriageway
(D2AP)

Single Carriageway
(S2)

Element

Width (m)

Width (m)

Carriageway

2 x 7.3

2 x 3.65

Hard Strips

4 x 1.0

2 x 1.0

Central Reserve

2.5 (min)

N/A

Verges

2 x 2.5 (min)

2 x 2.5 (min)

Earthworks

Varies

Varies

Total Width

26.1 (min)

14.3 (min)

Geotechnics
4.6

Stability of cutting slopes is controlled by the nature of the ground, levels of
groundwater and loads imposed by buildings and traffic etc. The majority of slopes
on the scheme will be in clay, or sometimes sand or gravel. In this part of Northern
Ireland, groundwater levels are high, especially in winter and spring.

In this

combination of soil and groundwater, a side slope gradient of 1 vertical to 2.5
horizontal (1:2.5) has been determined to be stable.
4.7

Stability of embankment side slopes is controlled by the same factors as for cuttings
and gradients of 1:2.5 are considered stable. Drainage ditches are required to each
side to intercept surface water and prevent trapped ponds forming.

4.8

Arisings from cuttings will be used to form the embankments. In a climate such as
Northern Ireland, some of the clay will be very soft and wet and difficult to use in
forming the embankments. This soft clay can however, be safely used to form areas
of landscaping and screen bunds. They are also suitable for improvement of low
lying soft and poorly drained fields. Several low-lying areas adjacent to the
Proposed Scheme have been identified and included in the draft vesting line for
deposition of these materials, thus avoiding the need to haul them on the public
roads to landfill.
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4.9

The Proposed Scheme crosses pockets of soft ground, some peat and flood plain
and special engineering measures have been adopted to address these.
Drainage

4.10

The drainage design of the Proposed Scheme includes the following features:


Provision of surface drainage infrastructure to prevent flooding of the
proposed carriageway or ponding on the road surface in accordance with the
recommendations in DMRB, volume 4, Part 2, “HA33/06 Surface and SubSurface Drainage systems for Highways.



Provision of sub-surface drainage infrastructure to protect the integrity of the
road pavement layers in accordance with the recommendations in DMRB,
volume 4, Part 2, “HA33/06 Surface and Sub-Surface Drainage systems for
Highways.



Provision of Pre-earthworks Drainage (PED) to prevent erosion of cutting and
embankment slopes in accordance with the recommendations in DMRB
Volume 4, Part 2, “HA 106/04 – Drainage of Run-off from Natural
Catchments”



Interception of existing boundary drains and overland flow within PED.



Provision of attenuation facilities, where required, to manage surface run-off
flows and mitigate against potential increase in flood risk as a result of the
scheme in accordance with the SUDS Manual (2007) (CIRIA 697).

The

storage volume associated with all attenuation ponds is based on a storm
event with a 100 year return period for the critical storm duration.


Provision of culverts and watercourse diversions to enable crossing of the
proposed alignment for discharge via a suitable outfall structure designed in
accordance with DMRB HA 107/04 – “Culvert and Outfall Details”.



Control of water borne pollutants associated with carriageway run-off and
accidental spillage to protect receiving watercourses and ground water from
potential contamination.
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Structures
4.11

All of the structures would have a design life of 120 years and be in full compliance
with BD2/11 with appropriate Approval in Principle documentation prepared for
each structure.

4.12

The majority of the overbridges would be either 2 span structures, with a central
reserve support, or single span structures.

4.13

The majority of the underbridges would be single span structures.

4.14

Watercourses would generally be culverted with the size and shape determined by
watercourse, flooding and environmental requirements.
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5

Proposed Scheme Details
Overview of the Scheme Development

5.1

Section 3 of the A5 Western Transport Corridor comprises the construction of
approximately 31.6km of new carriageway, comprising of the following elements;
Dual Carriageway from Omagh South to Caledon Road and Single Carriageway
from Caledon Road to the end of the scheme on the existing A5 north of Moy
Bridge. The scheme also includes:


Realignment of minor roads;



Structures at road and watercourse crossings;



A bridge to cross the Ballygawley Water;



Three grade separated junctions including one compact grade separated
junction and 1 grade separated junction with limited movements;



Two roundabout junctions including one at the A4-A5 interchange at
Ballygawley;



New link roads associated with the new junctions including the extension of
the existing A4 dual carriageway to where it crosses the A5WTC; and



Accommodation and environmental mitigation works associated with the new
scheme.

Proposed Scheme Description
Section 2 Interface to Tattykeel Road (Ch 61565 – Ch 63050)
Refer to attached Drawing Nos, 718736-S3-0800-661 and 718736-S3-0800-751
5.2

From the Section 2/3 interface, the Proposed Scheme would continue turning to a
more southerly direction before crossing the B83 Seskinore Road, where a full
grade separated junction would be provided.
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5.3

The junction at Omagh South would be located at Ch 62060 where the B83
Seskinore Road would cross the Proposed Scheme south-west of the existing B83 /
A5 junction.

5.4

Analysis of traffic data has confirmed that a junction located in this area would serve
the needs of the local and strategic traffic movements around Omagh. A grade
separated junction (GSJ) in accordance with TD22/06 would cater for the flows on
both the mainline and the B83 Seskinore Road. The junction would provide a freeflow mainline while retaining access to the existing A5 for traffic travelling between
Fintona/Seskinore and Omagh South on the B83.

5.5

The realigned B83 would pass over the mainline. Links to/from the proposed dual
carriageway and the B83 would be provided via a dumb-bell type arrangement
using 50m Inscribed Circle Diameter (ICD) roundabouts on the B83. A roundabout
with an ICD of 50m would be provided at the junction of the B83 and the existing A5
to cater for the flows between these two roads and traffic travelling to and from the
dual carriageway.

5.6

The Proposed Scheme mainline would pass through part of Doogary Bog
immediately east of the existing B83. The side road would be realigned from its
current position to prevent the overbridge structure carrying the B83 from impacting
on the bog and to allow the structure to be built offline. Ground improvement works
would be required beneath the B83 link roads and the mainline east of the existing
B83. An embankment height of approximately 4m would be maintained on the
mainline that crosses the bog in the vicinity of the junction to allow for the provision
of a suitable embankment foundation in this area.

5.7

Key considerations in determining the location and layout of this junction included:


Providing connectivity between Fintona, Seskinore and Omagh South, whilst
improving the standard of the junction with the existing A5;



Minimising the footprint of the Proposed Scheme that impacts on poor ground
and the bog to the east of the existing B83; and


5.8

Minimising impact on dwellings.

Positioning this junction configuration at this location would have a number of
economic, environmental and safety benefits. It would provide excellent travel links
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with the communities south of Omagh and it would safely accommodate the volume
of traffic associated with the B83 Seskinore Road.
5.9

Land has been included in the vesting to the north of the Proposed Scheme for
drainage mitigation works and to the south to include small residual land parcels
where access would be impractical. Drainage mitigation would take the form of an
attenuation pond, maintenance access arrangements and a stream diversion that
later connects to the Drumragh River. These features could not be located within
residual parcels due to the local topography and access issues

5.10

The existing B83 Seskinore Road is relatively well trafficked when compared to the
rest of the side road network. In the vicinity of the dual carriageway, the existing
B83 suffers from some severely substandard curves connected by near straight
sections. The proposed side road modifications would carry the realigned B83
above the dual carriageway on a new overbridge structure. This proposed offline
solution offers significant benefits including minimising disruption to traffic and
utilities during construction, minimising impact on the bog to the east of the B83 and
provide a more seamless tie-in to the existing network without sharp alignment
deviations. The utilities in question include a new 33kV underground distribution
cable that has recently been laid, to connect the Screggagh windfarm to the Omagh
sub-station at Doogary Road. Also present on the B83 are BT apparatus and a
300mm ductile iron water main.

5.11

A roundabout with an ICD of 50m would be provided at the junction of the B83 and
the existing A5 to cater for the flows between these two roads and traffic travelling
to and from the dual carriageway This roundabout would create a safer solution
than the current arrangement in that it encompasses the two major/minor junctions
of the B83 and Doogary Avenue into one conventional roundabout.

5.12

Land would be required to the east and west of the realigned Seskinore Road for
temporary construction works. These works would consist of, but not be limited to,
haul routes, temporary deposition of material and the provision of construction
access.
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5.13

The realignment of Seskinore Road and its associated junction improvements
would create a high standard of carriageway in-keeping with its strategic importance
as the link south of Omagh.

5.14

From the Seskinore Road junction the Proposed Scheme would rise onto a shallow
embankment and continue to turn to a more southerly heading towards Tattykeel
Road. Between Ch 62100 and 62800 the scheme would encounter soft ground
conditions comprising soft peat of varying depth up to approximately 4m below
ground level The landtake included within the vesting line allows for improvement
of the ground along this length.

5.15

At Ch 62700 land would be required to the north of the dual carriageway and
beyond to lands on either side of the existing A5 for drainage mitigation works.
These works take the form of an attenuation pond and wetland adjacent to the dual
carriageway to ensure the quality of the water outfalling into the watercourse is to
permissible

standards,

and

further

downstream,

culvert

and

watercourse

improvements to ensure the existing watercourses have adequate receiving
capacity. To the south of the dual carriageway, land has been included in the
vesting for a watercourse diversion where culverts would be provided to ensure
drainage paths are maintained. Land would also be required in this area to provide
screening in the form of an earth bund for Tattykeel House to ensure the scheme is
sympathetic with its surroundings.
5.16

A deposition area has been proposed in a low lying area at Ch 62600
approximately, on the southern side of the dual carriageway between the dual
carriageway and the Tattykeel Road. This area would be infilled and graded so that
it blends in with the road levels on either side.

5.17

The Proposed Scheme would cross the existing Tattykeel Road approximately at
grade. It is therefore proposed to carry the Tattykeel Road above the dual
carriageway on an overbridge structure. This proposal would close the northern
section of the existing Tattykeel Road where it meets the dual carriageway and a
turning head would be provided for vehicles. The existing Tattykeel Road is in
extremely poor condition in this area due to weak subgrade and its proposed
realignment will offer a significant improvement to residents and commercial
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interests along Tattykeel Road. Additional land would be required at this location to
carry out ground improvement works prior to construction.
5.18

Objections have been received regarding an alternative alignment where the
mainline would pass above the Tattykeel Road on a side road underbridge.
This solution has been investigated and has been rejected as the raised alignment
would require an additional 150,000m3 of imported material and produce a long
high skew tunnel-like structure that would be uneconomical and unattractive to
residents on Tattykeel Road.

5.19

From the proposed Tattykeel overbridge the Proposed Scheme would continue in a
southerly direction adjacent to the existing A5 in shallow cutting before passing onto
an embankment at approximate Ch 63200.
Tattykeel Road to Drumconnelly Road (Ch 63050 – Ch 64550)
Refer to attached Drawing No. 718736-S3-0800-662

5.20

An embankment height of approximately 3m would be maintained along the length
of the Proposed Scheme and would cross the Doogary bog from Ch 63200 to
63700. Ground Investigation has indicated that soft ground here is between 7m and
9m deep and the embankment height would be required to develop sufficient
strength in the improvement works and maintain the stability of the embankment.

5.21

The Proposed Scheme would cross the Tattykeel Road again at Ch 63850,
approximately at grade, effectively closing this section of side road. A turning head
would be proposed to serve the northern section of Tattykeel Road due to its long
length and remoteness from properties near the Proposed Scheme. A turning head
would not be proposed for the southern section of Tattykeel Road as the length of
this access is significantly shorter and is more residential in nature. The proposed
vesting line would be able to step-in at Ch 63900 to avoid the frontage of a property
to the west of the Proposed Scheme. This is because there would be sufficient
width to continue any toe of batter drainage over the existing road bed and
maintenance access could be made from the north via the existing A5, and the
proposed turning head at the existing Drumconnelly Road in the south.
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5.22

The Proposed Scheme would pass between three properties at Ch 64000
approximately on an embankment of 4.5m approximately, severing the access of
one of these properties onto the Tattykeel Road. A new access would be proposed
that runs parallel to the western side of the dual carriageway to connect the
property with Drumconnelly Road. The vertical alignment has been designed to
desirable minimum standards in this area to minimise embankment heights but the
level at Ch 64000 approximately is constrained by the need to maintain an
embankment as it crosses the raised peat bog to the north of the properties.

5.23

This area has received a number of objections concerning the design
development that has taken place since the Preferred Route was published in
July 2009. The Preferred Route was a looped alignment that crossed the A5
Doogary Road twice to avoid the areas of bog described above. The Proposed
Scheme as described is shorter and runs adjacent to the existing A5 with no
crossings of the existing A5. The issues relating to this change are strategic in
nature and include economics and journey time savings, and reference is made to
Mr Peter Edwards’ and Mr David Hardcastle’s evidence in this regard.

5.24

A number of objections have also been received from residents of this
community regarding such things as environmental impacts, land take and
severance of family units within the community. It is recognised that these
properties would be affected by the Proposed Scheme but the alignment has been
developed to take into account all constraints and provide the best overall balance
in terms of the scheme’s key criteria.

5.25

After the raised peat bog the scheme would pass through a less significant peat
deposit approximately 2.5m deep between Ch 63850 and 64200. It is proposed to
excavate the peat and replace with suitable fill material. A small area of land is
required to the north for essential environmental mitigation and a small area of land
is required to the south at Ch 64100 for the construction of a temporary settlement
pond to control sediment discharge into the watercourse during construction.

5.26

At Ch 64300, Drumconnelly Road would be crossed by the Proposed Scheme
approximately at grade, therefore requiring the re-alignment of the side road. It is
proposed to carry the Drumconnelly Road above the dual carriageway on an
overbridge structure. This would close the eastern section of the existing
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Drumconnelly Road at the dual carriageway and a turning head would be provided
primarily for maintenance access but also as an aid for turning vehicles. The
western section of Drumconnelly Road would take on more of a residential aspect
providing access to fields and properties. Land would be required to the north for
drainage mitigation works that takes the form of an attenuation pond. Watercourse
diversions via new culverts are also intended to retain the drainage connectivity in
this area. Drumconnelly Road forms part of the “On-Road National Cycle Route
Number 92”. It is intended that this facility would be retained via the realigned side
road. The proposed realigned side road has a number of associated relaxations and
departures from standards but it has been designed in accordance with best
engineering practice and offers safety improvements in terms of alignment, cross
section and drainage. There would also be an upgrade of the existing section of the
Drumconnelly Road north of the dual carriageway to the existing A5 to enable its
use as a haul route for the Contractor.
5.27

Residual land parcels south of the dual carriageway between the existing
Drumconnelly Road and the proposed realigned Drumconnelly Road would be
included in the vesting and made available to the contractor for use during
construction and for deposition to grade out and soften the embankment of the
realigned Drumconnelly road.

5.28

From Drumconnelly Road, the Proposed Scheme would continue turning to a more
southerly direction, being approximately at grade between Ch 64300 and 65200.
The Proposed Scheme severs a large holding to the south of Drumconnelly Road
and alternative access arrangements are proposed via the existing A5 and the
realigned Drumconnelly Road with a new accommodation track to re-establish
connectivity for the severed land.
Drumconnelly Road to Tullyrush Road (Ch 64550 to Ch 66050)
Refer to attached Drawing No. 718736-S3-0800-663

5.29

Deposition areas have been proposed in the low lying areas at Ch 64600
approximately, on either side of the dual carriageway and adjacent to the realigned
Drumconnelly road. These areas would be infilled and graded so that they blend in
with existing ground levels in the area allowing for existing watercourses and
boundaries.
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5.30

Land has been included in the vesting to the eastern and western side of the
Proposed Scheme at Ch 65000 for drainage mitigation works. These works would
comprise an attenuation pond, watercourse diversion and a flood compensation
area to provide adequate storage area for flooding to replace that impacted upon by
the Proposed Scheme. Maintenance access for the attenuation pond would be
provided by a parallel track adjacent to the southern side of the dual carriageway
between Drumconnelly Road and Ch 65000.

5.31

From Ch 65000, the Proposed Scheme would pass into a cutting approximately
10m deep. This proposed cutting would sever a large land holding and as such,
access arrangements have been considered so that suitable accommodation works
would be provided to retain access to lands between the main farm and the severed
land.

5.32

From Ch 65500 the alignment begins to turn to a more easterly heading and passes
onto embankment for approximately 1km. The Ranelly Drain is a prominent feature
of this section of the alignment as is meanders through this low-lying area and
additional land would be required to the west of the Proposed Scheme at Ch 65700
approximately, for flood compensatory storage, to mitigate against the impact of the
footprint of the Proposed Scheme within the floodplain.

5.33

An area of environmental mitigation has been included within the vesting line on the
east side of the Proposed Scheme at a similar chainage to mitigate the impacts of
the road on the nearby residential properties.

5.34

The Proposed Scheme would cross Tullyrush Road at one of the few gaps between
residential developments. The dual carriageway would also run largely parallel with
Ranelly Drain, therefore minimising the ecological and habitat impacts.

5.35

The Tullyrush Road would remain similar in line and level to the existing situation as
it passes beneath the dual carriageway through an underbridge. Additional land has
been included within the vesting for an upgrade of the existing road from the
Proposed Scheme to the east where the Tullyrush road meets the existing A5. This
proposed landtake would be for a temporary upgrade of the road to allow it to be
used as a haul route. In detailed design, consideration would be taken of existing
properties and frontage along the road.
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5.36

A new access would be provided to serve a farm and residential property on the
north side of the existing Tullyrush road with a further access provided on the
opposite side of the road to allow for maintenance access and a proposed
attenuation pond would be located at Ch 66200.
Tullyrush Road to Drumconnelly Road (Ch 66050 to Ch 67550)
Refer to attached Drawing No. 718736-S3-0800-664

5.37

Landtake required for construction has been included within the vesting on the
eastern side of the alignment at Ch 66200 for a temporary settlement pond.
Residual land parcels with uneconomic and impractical access have been included
in the vesting at Ch 66350 approximately.

5.38

From Ch 66400 the Proposed Scheme would pass into cutting with a maximum
depth of approximately 18m and head in a south-east direction to pass between two
properties to the western side of Rarone Road. The Proposed Scheme would cross
the Rarone Road at grade therefore requiring the re-alignment of the side road. It is
proposed to carry the re-aligned Rarone Road above the dual carriageway on an
overbridge structure. The proposed realigned side road has a number of associated
relaxations and departures from standards but would offer safety improvements
over the existing situation in terms of alignment, cross section and drainage.

5.39

Land would be required on the northern side of the Rarone Road at Ch 66900 for
drainage mitigation works. These works would consist of a wetland, watercourse
diversion and culvert provision. Areas have also been identified for temporary
construction works and environmental mitigation.

5.40

A deposition area is proposed in the area bounded by an existing access track at
Ch 67000, the realigned Rarone Road and the Proposed Scheme. The resultant
area would be low lying due to the elevated side road and the proposal to provide
an earth mound adjacent to the dual carriageway to help mitigate the visual impacts
on a nearby property. The area would be infilled and graded to provide a more
natural slope from the earth mound towards the existing access track.

5.41

A farm holding would be severed at Ch 67200 approximately as the Proposed
Scheme passes in a south-easterly direction from the Rarone Road. Access
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between the severed parcels would be proposed off the Rarone Road and the
Augher Point Road.
5.42

From here the Proposed Scheme would continue in a south-easterly direction
approximately at grade until it would pass through a small drumlin at Ch 67500. The
Proposed Scheme would sever access to farm buildings at this point but sufficient
land has been vested to provide suitable accommodation works to re-establish this
access and link the farm buildings to the Augher Point Road.
Drumconnelly Road to B46 Moylagh Road (Ch 67550 to Ch 69050)
Refer to attached Drawing No. 718736-S3-0800-665

5.43

Between Ch 67570 – 67700 the scheme would pass through another area of soft
ground. It is proposed to excavate this 2.0m deep soft clay deposit and replace it
with suitable material. Land has been included in the vesting at Ch 67650
approximately for a temporary settlement pond for use during construction and on
the opposite side of the Proposed Scheme for a drainage outfall to the nearby
watercourse.

5.44

The Proposed Scheme would continue largely at grade before crossing
Drumconnelly Road at Ch 67900 approximately. It is proposed to close this road as
it is considered that the remaining side road network offers adequate alternative
routes. Turning heads would be provided at both stopped up sections to the east
and west of the Proposed Scheme for maintenance access and turning vehicles.

5.45

Objections have been received regarding the closure of Drumconnelly Road.
The only practicable solution to keep Drumconnelly Road open would require the
construction of a side road overbridge. Given its relatively high elevation, such an
overbridge would become a fairly dominant feature in the landscape. This fact
combined with the additional cost of construction, additional landtake requirements,
the relatively low traffic flows and the fact that adequate alternative routes are
available has resulted in the closure of Drumconnelly Road being proposed as part
of the Proposed Scheme.
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5.46

Two residual parcels of land, severed by the dual carriageway, adjacent to the
Drumconnelly Road have been included in the vesting as it was considered
uneconomic to provide access to these parcels.

5.47

In this area the location of the Proposed Scheme was determined from
consideration of a balance between achieving a satisfactory alignment, minimising
severance of land and considering the impacts on properties; In particular those on
Augher Point Road and those served from Moylagh Road to the south.

5.48

As a result of the stopping up of the Drumconnelly Road a land parcel exists to the
south of the Proposed Scheme at Ch 68300, whose access via a track from
Drumconnelly Road would become severed. A separate access track is proposed
parallel to the southern side of the dual carriageway which would pass between the
landowner’s main holding at Ch 67800 and this outlying land parcel to reinstate
connectivity.

5.49

At Ch 68000 the Proposed Scheme would pass into deep cutting approximately
500m long with a maximum depth of 16m. This cutting would reduce the impact on
the adjacent properties on Augher Point Road. As the dual carriageway exits the
cutting onto side long ground, a 200m long false cutting is proposed along the
southern side of the Proposed Scheme to provide screening for properties served
from the B46 Moylagh Road.

5.50

A junction is required to provide connectivity with the local communities and the
existing A5 between Omagh South and Ballygawley. The crossing of the B46
Moylagh Road which serves Fintona and Beragh provides an appropriate location
to facilitate this junction.

5.51

This junction would be located at Ch 68770 where two side roads – the B46
Moylagh Road and the Augher Point Road would cross the Proposed Scheme
within a distance of approximately 80m. A compact grade separated junction
(CGSJ) in accordance with TD40/94 would fulfil the requirements at this location
and would allow the mainline to continue unhindered by the traffic flows associated
with the side roads.

5.52

The mainline would cross an area of high ground on either side of the B46 that
would involve significant cuttings. The need to balance the impacts of the cuttings
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through the high ground and the mainline levels near Moylagh result in
embankments in the region of 3.5m in height at the location where the mainline
would cross over the existing Moylagh Road.
5.53

The B46 Moylagh and C657 Augher Point roads would be realigned to link via a
roundabout to the south of the mainline and would cross under the mainline with a
structure approximately 60m south of the existing B46 Moylagh Road. Ground
improvement works would be required to the north of the structure and to either side
of the existing B46 Moylagh Road.

5.54

Key considerations in determining the layout and location for this junction included:


Access for the local communities including the town of Fintona which is
located to the west of the Proposed Scheme.



Rationalising the side road crossings of the dual carriageway and minimising
bridge construction works, whilst maintaining local access.



Recognising and taking cognisance of the potential impacts on the occupiers
of the residential properties on both the Augher Point and Moylagh roads
during construction and operation of the dual carriageway / junction.



Considering the existing topography in the area including the large hills that
exist on either side of Moylagh and the B46 Moylagh Road; and



Avoiding poor ground and in particular a geotechnical fault line located just
south of the existing B46 Moylagh Road.

5.55

The B46 to the west of the existing Moylagh cross-roads would be stopped up and
a turning head would be provided for vehicles. The layout of the Moylagh crossroads would be largely unchanged with minor improvements to visibility and
alteration to signing and kerb-lines to reinforce the change in the route of the B46.

5.56

Additional land would be required and has been included in the draft vesting, in the
vicinity of the junction, for a variety of reasons including temporary construction
areas, environmental mitigation and watercourse diversions including the provision
of new culverts and an attenuation pond.

5.57

Land is also required for ground improvement works between Ch 68700 – 68800,
where soft to stiff clay approximately 3.0m deep would be excavated and replaced
with suitable material.
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5.58

The realignment of the Moylagh Road and its associated junction rationalises the
existing side road network and creates a high standard of junction provision that is
sympathetic with the local topography and the layout of the existing properties.

5.59

Objections have been received from affected parties in the vicinity of the
Moylagh junction regarding the route of the Proposed Scheme and an
alternative option that would result in a straight road further to the west away
from full time farmland. The alternative alignment has been considered and
discounted for a number of reasons including the fact that straight roads are
not recommended in terms of safety as they encourage higher speeds than more
sinuous alignments. The alternative as proposed would also result in junctions
being provided further from Omagh and the existing A5 and this goes against the
strategic connectivity objectives of the scheme. Factors such as existing properties,
side roads, watercourses, topography, geotechnical and environmental constraints
would also need to be considered and we are satisfied that the Proposed Scheme
performs better when considered against standard assessment criteria .
B46 Moylagh Road to Greenmount Road (Ch 69050 to Ch 70550)
Refer to attached Drawing No. 718736-S3-0800-666

5.60

From the proposed Moylagh junction the Proposed Scheme would rise in elevation
from 100m AOD and into a deep cutting as it traverses the steep terrain between
Moylagh Road and Killadroy Road reaching a crest level of 114m AOD at Ch 69500
The chosen vertical alignment optimises the earthworks balance and minimises the
scheme’s footprint. The 600m long cutting would be approximately 13m deep and
would sever lands south of Moylagh Road leaving approximately half of the land on
either side of the Proposed Scheme. Access between these severed parcels would
be proposed by the proposed B46 underbridge and side road network to the north
of the land and via a shared overbridge at Ch 69300 approximately on the southern
edge of the landholding.

5.61

As the proposed dual carriageway switches from cutting to embankment, it would
reach a crest at approximate Ch 69500. An embankment would be required at this
location to provide clearance for two existing watercourses that would be diverted
and culverted. Land would be required in this area for the associated watercourse
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diversion works and a small construction area for a temporary settlement pond to
ensure discharged water is of acceptable quality during construction.
5.62

The alignment of the Proposed Scheme from Ch 69700 to Killadroy Road would be
sympathetic with the existing land boundaries keeping severance to a minimum.
Between Ch 69700 to 69950 and 70140 to 70250 the alignment would experience
soft ground conditions which would require the excavation of soft clay that would be
replaced by suitable material to depths of 2m and 1.5m respectively.

5.63

As the dual carriageway approaches Killadroy Road a valley would be formed
between the dual carriageway embankment and the natural topography. It is
proposed that the area to the east of the dual carriageway between Ch 70000 and
Ch 70400 approximately is acquired for the purpose of deposition. Thus infilling the
low lying valley that is formed and grading the land on both sides away from the
road, effectively masking the embankment.

5.64

A culvert would be required to cater for a watercourse at Ch 70200 and this
unclassified watercourse would also be used as an outfall for the scheme via an
attenuation pond and wetland to ensure flood prevention requirements and water
quality standards are met. Additional land would be required on the east side of the
Proposed Scheme to allow for the watercourse to be diverted prior to crossing the
dual carriageway. Maintenance access for the ponds would be provided via a track
adjacent to the southern verge of the dual carriageway connecting to Killadroy
Road.

5.65

Land would also be required in the vicinity of a yard at Ch 70550 to allow sufficient
room to construct the scheme.
Killadroy Road to Routingburn Road (Ch 70550 to 72050)
Refer to attached Drawing No. 718736-S3-0800-667

5.66

Immediately north of the Killadroy Road at Ch 70750 approximately, a low point
would exist in the natural topography to the east of the dual carriageway. It is
proposed that land in this area between Ch 70700 and Ch 70850 is acquired for the
purpose of deposition.
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5.67

The Proposed Scheme would continue in a south-easterly direction where it would
be required to cross the Killadroy Road on an embankment approximately 2.0m
high in order to gain sufficient clearance for the nearby Greenmount Road crossing.
A link road would be provided between the Killadroy Road and the Greenmount
Road to the east of the dual carriageway and the western section of Killadroy Road
would be stopped up and a turning head provided. It would be uneconomic to retain
both routes, primarily due to structures costs, and it would not be practicable to
achieve sufficient clearance for both roads to remain open as the vertical alignment
in this location is limited by the desirable minimum standard. The proposed “T”
junction at Greenmount and Killadroy roads would offer considerable safety
improvements in terms of visibility for emerging traffic compared to the existing
Killadroy and Greenmount junction.

5.68

The existing Greenmount Road suffers from a poor horizontal alignment in the
vicinity of the proposed dual carriageway. This section of the alignment would be
improved to provide better continuity of design provision. This realignment will also
move the road further from properties to the east of the dual carriageway and allow
for safer access by creating a larger dwell area for emerging vehicles. Areas of land
on either side of the link road have been identified for environmental mitigation in
the form of screen planting to reduce impacts on existing properties. Land would be
required for a temporary settlement pond and to provide safe working for during
construction.

5.69

The Proposed Scheme would continue on embankment and cross another
unclassified watercourse with a culvert at Ch 71300 before heading into shallow
cutting further south. A small area of land would become severed to the east of the
dual carriageway in this location due to alignment constraints and fixity in terms of
residential properties on Greenmount Road. Connectivity is proposed by the use of
a parallel access track to the east of the dual carriageway that would be linked by
the Greenmount Road underbridge. A shared access would be provided to the west
of the dual carriageway to provide access to a farm where the access would then
split and continue as a maintenance access to a proposed attenuation pond at Ch
71400.

5.70

The Proposed Scheme alignment between Ch 71500 – 71650 would result in the
severance of a small area of land to the west of the dual carriageway. Connectivity
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would be provided via an underpass structure associated with the Routing Burn at
Ch 71680.
5.71

A structure would be required to cross the Routing Burn rather than a culvert that
would normally be used for lesser watercourse crossings. The structure would
create a more open aspect to provide more light and a corridor for wildlife. The
Routing Burn forms a natural low point in the landscape and the vertical alignment
would mimic this. A drainage outfall and attenuation pond would be required in this
area. The structure would be a three span bridge with a main span across the burn
of approximately 15m, and two symmetrical back spans to provide access for
landowners on either side of the Routing Burn to their severed lands. Sufficient land
has been included in the vesting order to provide room for construction,
maintenance of the structure and provide connectivity to the severed lands to the
north and south of the Routing Burn.

5.72

Between the Routing Burn and the Proposed Scheme, a low point would exist in the
natural topography to the east of the dual carriageway. It is proposed that this area
between Ch 71700 and Ch 71950 is acquired for the purpose of deposition.

5.73

It is proposed that the shallow cutting of the dual carriageway and the side-long
ground be enhanced with the inclusion of an environmental bund along the western
verge. This bund would run between Ch 71800 – 72100 and have a minimum
height of 2m from proposed road level and with planting would offer significant
mitigation for adjacent properties.

5.74

From the Routing Burn the Proposed Scheme would continue south-easterly,
approximately at grade heading for the road of the same name. Routingburn Road
would be closed as part of the scheme and two turning heads provided as an aid for
turning vehicles. The western section of the side road would be served from
Killadroy Road, and the eastern section served via Springhill Road.

5.75

The proposed closure of the Routingburn Road would result in significant severance
of a landholding adjacent to the Routingburn Road. Connectivity would be provided
via a shared maintenance and agricultural access track from the Routingburn Road
to an underpass structure associated with the Routing Burn at Ch 71680 as
described previously.
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5.76

A number of objections have been received regarding the closure of the
Routingburn Road, relating to issues such as severance of communities and
access arrangements. To achieve an adequate side road alignment, given the
layout of the existing road and topography of the area, would mean that the
Routingburn Road would require realigning from Killadroy Road to the curve
approximately 200m east of the dual carriageway. This re-alignment would cross
the Proposed Scheme on an overbridge with a large embankment across the
frontages of existing properties on Routingburn Road. Such a structure would be
located to the north of the current side roads position to retain property access, with
considerable additional landtake required. The visibility at the existing junction and
its approach to Killadroy Road is extremely substandard and would be
unacceptable in terms of a safe tie-in for a newly designed section of road.
Therefore, the junction would have to be relocated 65m to the south, where there is
an existing bend in Killadroy Road which would provide good visibility. This would
generate further disruption and impact on more residents of Routingburn Road.

5.77

Given the traffic on this section of road is low and that alternative routes are
available, it is considered that the additional land take and impact on properties to
create an acceptable alignment makes the closure of Routingburn Road the most
acceptable solution.
Routingburn Road to Springhill Road (Ch 72050 to Ch 73550)
Refer to attached Drawing No. 718736-S3-0800-668

5.78

A shared accommodation and maintenance track would be provided from
Routingburn Road on the west side of the dual carriageway providing an alternative
access for a landowner and access to a drainage outfall and attenuation pond at Ch
72300. An area of land would be required on the east side of the Proposed Scheme
to provide flood compensatory storage between Ch 72400 and Ch 72600 to replace
the area of floodplain that would be lost by the construction of the scheme at this
location.

5.79

The Proposed Scheme would continue in a southerly direction past existing
steadings and towards Springhill Road. Farm land to the east of the dual
carriageway would become severed from the main holding as a result of the
Proposed Scheme between Ch 72500 and Ch 72800. This land would be acquired
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as residual land as it would be land-locked and uneconomical to access as the cost
of an overbridge structure could not be balanced against the cost of the land. In
addition, the infrastructure and approach embankments for such a structure would
take up most of the land to be served. A narrow strip of land has been included in
the vesting to the east of the dual carriageway between Ch 72400 and Ch 72800
approximately, as a temporary requirement for deposition of topsoil.
5.80

The earthworks associated with the Proposed Scheme would encroach onto the
access track serving the properties of Fernaghandrum, and it is proposed that a
150m section of the lane be re-aligned between Ch 72880 – 73030 to retain access.

5.81

Continuing south, a Type A Lay-by in accordance with TD69/07 would be
incorporated at Ch 73200 to afford drivers travelling on the northbound and
southbound carriageways the opportunity of a safe place to stop and rest.
Springhill Road to Cormore Road (Ch 73550 to Ch 75050)
Refer to attached Drawing No. 718736-S3-0800-669

5.82

The dual carriageway would continue in a south-easterly direction passing close to
a farm steading with property immediately north of Springhill Road. The view of the
Proposed Scheme from the property would be largely screened by existing farm
buildings within the steading. Any impact from the proposals would be reduced by
the fact that the dual carriageway would sit lower in the landscape than the property
and is also in cutting as it passes the steading. Where the Proposed Scheme is not
screened by existing buildings it is proposed to introduce environmental bunding.
This bund would run between Ch 73600 and Springhill Road and have a minimum
height of 2m from proposed road level. A narrow strip of land has been included in
the vesting to the east of the dual carriageway between Ch 73300 and 73700
approximately, as a temporary area for deposition of topsoil. Access to the severed
portion of land to the west of the Proposed Scheme would be accessed via
accommodation tracks and the proposed Springhill Road underbridge.

5.83

Objections have been received from affected parties in the vicinity of
Newtownsaville regarding the route of the Proposed Scheme and its
proximity to properties and land. The alignment in this area is determined by
constraints associated with Newtownsaville and the ravine type watercourse at
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Springhill Road. Ideally the Proposed Scheme would pass further to the east at
Springhill Road as this would avoid the watercourse and the development area at
Newtownsaville. However, this would require the demolition of a steading and
increase the impact on existing properties to the south and east. The location of the
Proposed Scheme is considered the best balance of impacts in terms of property,
land-take, environment and future development.
5.84

The line of Springhill Road would be largely unaltered but there would be
considerable improvements in terms of safety and usability. The side road would
benefit from a raised vertical alignment, reducing the depth and periods of flooding
as well as providing forward visibility improvements for drivers. Horizontally, the
road would benefit from curve widening to aid safe passage for opposing vehicles,
and increased verge widening to provide greater visibility.

5.85

Land would be required around Springhill Road for a watercourse diversion,
attenuation pond, environmental mitigation works and temporary construction
areas.

5.86

The Proposed Scheme would then curve towards a south-easterly heading, running
parallel to the existing Newtownsaville Road. At this location the Newtownsaville
Road follows a watercourse that lies at the base of a valley, with relatively steep
slopes to the east and west from Tycanny Hill and Beltany Hill respectively. The
proposed dual carriageway would traverse the valley’s eastern slope, following its
contours but placing it on side-long ground between Springhill Road and Cormore
Road.

5.87

The scheme would pass lower in the landscape and west of the existing steadings
associated with Tullanafoile Road, but would sever small areas of the farms. The
Proposed Scheme would also have a slight impact on a land holding predominantly
to the west at Ch 74500. Access to these areas would be provided via a shared
accommodation underpass structure and access tracks off Newtownsaville Road.
Due to the well established hedgerow and the sinuous nature of Newtownsaville
Road at this point, slivers of land would be required at this access to provide safe
visibility for traffic emerging onto Newtownsaville Road. The access tracks on the
east side of the Proposed Scheme would extend south eastwards to the stopped up
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section of the Cormore Road to provide an alternative means of access to the large
landholding at Ch 75000 on the Tullanafoile Road.
5.88

Immediately south of the accommodation structure and east of the Proposed
Scheme and access track mentioned above, a low point would exist in the natural
topography. It is proposed that this area between Ch 74400 and Ch 74800 is
acquired for the purpose of deposition.

5.89

The Proposed Scheme then starts to deviate to the east away from Newtownsaville
Road and skirts the eastern edge of the Newtownsaville Bog. Between Ch 74500
and Ch 75600 approximately, the dual carriageway would encounter very soft peat
up to 4.5m in depth which would require to be locally replaced with granular fill to
ensure stability of the northbound carriageway. An attenuation pond and outfall
would be required on the west side of the Proposed Scheme at Ch 74850
approximately, and would be accessed off the turning head located on the stopped
up Cormore Road. A small severed parcel next to the pond would also be accessed
using this track off the Cormore Road turning head.

5.90

The Proposed Scheme continues largely at grade before crossing Cormore Road at
approximately Ch 75000. As mentioned above it is proposed to close this road.
A number of objections have been received in this regard, relating to issues
such as severance of communities and access arrangements. Cormore Road
is proposed to be closed because as it has no direct frontage, very little traffic use
and it is considered that the remaining side road network offers adequate
alternative provision. A turning head will be provided at the southern side only, for
maintenance access and as an aid for turning vehicles. The northern side of
Cormore Road would be abandoned. Land would be required on either side of the
proposed dual carriageway for ground improvement works and drainage works
between Ch 74800 and 75600. Keeping Cormore Road open would be uneconomic
given the cost of structures, the ground improvement works and the appearance of
an abrupt overbridge structure in the base of a valley would be environmentally
undesirable.
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Cormore Road to Tullycorker Road (Ch 75050 to Ch 76550)
Refer to attached Drawing No. 718736-S3-0800-670
5.91

From Newtownsaville Bog, the Proposed Scheme would rise in level from 139m
AOD to 163m AOD at Tullycorker Road. On the way the Proposed Scheme would
pass above Tullanafoile Road with a side road underbridge before passing between
a number of properties and farm buildings as it heads towards Tullycorker Road.

5.92

Land would be required to the south of the dual carriageway between Ch 75600
and 75800 as a temporary material deposition area. The small landlocked parcel to
the north would also be used as a deposition area. Land would also be needed at
both sides of Tullanafoile Road for drainage mitigation works. These would take the
form of an attenuation pond, watercourse diversions and flood plain compensation
areas to ensure there would be no increased risk of flooding as a result of the
Proposed Scheme.

5.93

The line and level of Tullanafoile Road would be largely unaltered but for minor
vertical overlays to improve its alignment, however, it would be proposed to use this
opportunity to maximise the visibility at the Tullanafoile / Garvaghy Road junction by
providing additional verge widening.

5.94

Between Ch 76500 and 76930 the scheme would encounter soft peat and clay
deposits approximately 1m in depth. It is proposed to excavate these materials and
replace the void with suitable material. The alignment maximise clearances to the
existing properties between the Tullanafoile and Tullycorker Roads. Due to
constraints imposed by the design standards an existing chicken house at Ch
76600 would be impacted by the Proposed Scheme and would require demolition.

5.95

A deposition area is proposed in the area bounded by the Tullycorker Road and the
Proposed Scheme to the south of the dual carriageway. The resultant area will be
low lying due to natural topography of the area and the elevated side road.
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Tullycorker Road to Tycanny Road (Ch 76550 to Ch78050)
Refer to attached Drawing No. 718736-S3-0800-671
5.96

The Proposed Scheme is in slight cutting in this area and utilises the existing
depression as it passes Tullycorker Road. This natural depression provides an
opportunity to for an overbridge which makes the resulting realignment of
Tullycorker Road compact. The line of Tullycorker Road would be unchanged and a
temporary diversion is proposed, adjacent to the base of the proposed earthworks
during construction. The natural depression would make the Tullycorker approach
ramps short but the extents of the works would not be able to tie-in prior to the
southern chicken house on this road. The Proposed Scheme would be
approximately 0.5m above existing levels at this point and it would be necessary to
re-grade the hardstanding to the Chicken house to form a tie-in. A small piece of
land to the south of the dual carriageway would become landlocked at Ch 76700,
and it is intended that this be used as an area for environmental mitigation.

5.97

From Tullycorker Road the alignment follows desirable minimum horizontal and
vertical curvature as it approaches Tycanny Hill. The adoption of the desirable
minimum has the effect of reducing the extent to which the alignment cuts into the
western slopes of the hill. It is nonetheless a substantial cutting as both the required
curvature and vertical alignment cannot be accommodated in the steeply sloping
terrain that descends the scarp slope of the Knockmany ridgeline. The upper slopes
of the deep cutting would be profiled to soften the break from engineered slopes to
natural profile.

5.98

Land would be required to the northern side of the Proposed Scheme at Ch 77000
for a temporary settlement pond and to the south for diversion works to a
watercourse. The previous paragraph described the alignment constraints
associated with this area, and this would lead to the dual carriageway passing
centrally through two land parcels between Ch 77000 and 77500. A residual parcel
has been included within the vesting at Ch 77100 approximately, on the north side
of the Proposed Scheme. Access to the remainder of this holding on the south side
of the dual carriageway would be gained across the unclassified watercourse in a
similar manner to the current situation by extending the proposed 1.5m diameter
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piped culvert beneath the dual carriageway to provide a combined access /
maintenance track, thus retaining connectivity between the two areas.
5.99

Access to lands at Ch 77400 would be gained via the existing side road network to
the north and south of the Proposed Scheme, i.e. from Tycanny Road to the
northern parcel and Newtownsaville Road from the south. This land is significantly
severed but the provision of an accommodation structure would be impracticable,
given that the cost of an overbridge structure could not be balanced against the cost
of the land especially given that the infrastructure and approach ramps of the
structure would take up most of the land to be served.

5.100

An area for environmental mitigation would be provided between Ch 77500 and Ch
78000 approximately, to help reduce the impacts of the Proposed Scheme in this
area.
Tycanny Road to Errigal (Ch 78050 to Ch 79550)
Refer to attached Drawing No. 718736-S3-0800-672

5.101

A southbound Type A Lay-by is proposed at Ch 78100. The topography of this area
makes the safe location of lay-by facilities difficult and Ch 78100 is one of the few
areas in the southbound direction where the scheme alignment is relatively straight
and remote from large earthworks.

5.102

The scheme would continue in an easterly direction through undulating ground and
the meander of an unclassified watercourse before crossing Tycanny Road at Ch
78200. Ch 78300 would be a low point in the proposed dual carriageway and land
would be required for an attenuation pond and a watercourse connection to the
south of the Proposed Scheme. Two areas of soft ground are associated with the
lower lying areas, near Tycanny Road and Rarogan Road. Excavation and
replacement solutions would be intended for these areas.

5.103

The Proposed Scheme crosses Tycanny Hill on a 4m embankment in order to gain
sufficient clearance for the Rarogan Road crossing. It is therefore proposed to close
the southern section and realign the northern section of Tycanny Road and provide
connectivity via Rarogan Road. It would not be cost effective to retain both routes
and choosing Rarogan Road produces a layout that is more favourable in terms of
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land take and design standards. The proposed ‘T’ junction at Newtownsaville Road
and Rarogan Road would offer safety improvements in terms of visibility for
emerging traffic onto Newtownsaville Road compared to the existing situation.
5.104

The Proposed Scheme would sever a landholding at Ch 78300 approximately. A
limited height access would be provided to provide connectivity between the parcels
located adjacent to the existing Tycanny Road.

5.105

From Rarogan Road the Proposed Scheme would continue in an easterly direction
along the base of the Tycanny Hill. The topography in this area is one of relatively
steep side long ground falling from north to south. As the scheme traverses the side
long ground between Rarogan Road and Ch 78800, it would be at grade along its
southern verge and generate a cutting along its northern verge. This cut slope
would be approximately 16.0m high. The Proposed Scheme would require the
demolition of a farm building at Ch 78750.

5.106

The Proposed Scheme would cross the existing farm access at Ch 78800
approximately at grade and a diversion is proposed that would effectively move the
access 100m to the east to produce a shared access serving the buildings and land
parcels immediately north of the dual carriageway between Ch 78700 and Ch
79250. The Proposed Scheme would rise through this section to follow the general
topography and the shared access would make good use of a localised depression
to facilitate an underbridge structure.

5.107

Land would be required at a number of locations in this area to the south of
Newtownsaville Road to provide for drainage outfalls to remote watercourses. Land
would also be needed between the dual carriageway and the Newtownsaville Road
from Ch 79050 to 79250 for the temporary deposition of material and for a
temporary settlement pond.
Errigal to Roughan Drain (Ch 79550 to Ch 81050)
Refer to attached Drawing No. 718736-S3-0800-673

5.108

A northbound Type A Lay-by is proposed at Ch 79600. This location would provide
a relatively equidistant lay-by layout between Moylagh and Ballygawley. A
landholding is severed at Ch 79600 approximately and it is proposed to acquire the
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severed parcel to the north of the Proposed Scheme as it would not be
economically viable to provide an access to the parcel. A property which was
uninhabited but has recently been renovated is located within the vesting line at
Ch79950 approximately. The existing access would be severed by the dual
carriageway; an alternative access would be provided as part of the Proposed
Scheme.
5.109

At Errigal Kerrogue, Ch 80100, the Proposed Scheme would pass through the most
challenging terrain on Section 3. The Proposed Scheme continues predominantly
eastwards and descends from the higher ground of Tycanny Hill and Errigal to the
lower lying regions of Culnaha and the Roughan Drain. This is a reduction in
existing ground level of 60m over a 900m section and to minimise the earthworks in
this area, a relaxation from design standards in longitudinal gradient has been
introduced. Through this section the maximum longitudinal gradient is 5.9%.

5.110

The Errigal area is a picturesque location and care has been taken to balance the
scheme’s environmental impact and appearance whilst delivering a robust solution
within the alignment design constraints. Given the location, the Proposed Scheme
is as low in the landscape as practicable; indeed the Proposed Scheme is at grade
or in cutting from Ch 79000 – Ch 80800.

5.111

The route of the Proposed Scheme would deviate from the Newtownsaville Road
heading east to lie within and close to the northern boundary of an existing
landowner between Ch 79200 and 80100, thus reducing severance. The line of the
dual carriageway would also pass diagonally across the slope of the escarpment
thereby lessening the severity of the terrain and allowing the scheme to follow the
existing profile more closely. The scheme would pass approximately 100m from the
Errigal Church building and sit 20m lower in the landscape; the church being
located at an approximate level of 114m AOD and the dual carriageway at 94m
AOD.

5.112

The Proposed Scheme would cross the existing Glenhoy Road approximately at
grade, again, to minimise the visual impact of the scheme, and the resulting clash of
level requires the re-alignment of the side road. It is proposed to carry the Glenhoy
Road above the dual carriageway on an overbridge structure. The existing Glenhoy
Road has a sharp crest to the west of the dual carriageway as the ground falls away
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to the east. The scheme would take the opportunity to remove this substandard
crest and benefit from the steep terrain in the design of the overbridge. Once over
the structure the Glenhoy alignment uses a shallow curve before tying back into the
existing road in a more continuous way, removing the existing sharp curve west of
the Glenhoy and Errigal roads junction. The proposed realigned side road has a
number of associated relaxations and departures from standards but offers
considerable safety improvements in terms of alignment, forward visibility, cross
section and drainage. The Glenhoy Road houses an important 450mm diameter
water main that links Tattinbar service reservoir with Glenchuil service reservoir and
this would require a diversion.
5.113

Temporary land would be required in this area for construction works. This would
take the form of additional land for safe working and a temporary settlement pond.

5.114

Access to a severed land parcel at Ch 80500 approximately on the south side of the
Proposed Scheme would be provided via the redundant sections of Glenhoy Road
and a combined accommodation and maintenance track parallel to the southern
side of the dual carriageway. Two small severed parcels to the north of the
Proposed Scheme near the realigned Glenhoy Road have been included in the
vesting and deemed to be residual parcels due to their size and the difficulty
providing access off the realigned road. A further strip of land take has been
proposed approximately 300m east along the existing Glenhoy road and remote
from the scheme to improve an existing bend in the road and provide better access
during construction.

5.115

From the steep terrain associated with the higher ground to the west of Glenhoy
Road, the Proposed Scheme would traverse the undulating drumlin landscape east
of the Glenhoy Road towards Ballygawley and beyond. The Proposed Scheme
would pass to the south of an existing steading at Ch 80500 severing the
landholding and leaving a large area of land on either side of the dual carriageway.
The Proposed Scheme would descend between four drumlins and north of a Rath
at Ch 80850 before reaching a low point at Ch 81000 at a level of 68m AOD. A
valley would be formed between the dual carriageway earthworks and the natural
topography and it is proposed that the area to the north of the dual carriageway
between Ch 80650 and Ch 81050 be acquired for the purpose of deposition.
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5.116

Land would also be required at Ch 81000 for drainage mitigation works that would
consist of wetlands to ensure the scheme discharge would be within flooding and
water quality requirements and a sliver of landtake would be required for the
construction of an outfall to the remote Roughan Drain. A shared overbridge
accommodation structure would be provided in conjunction with access tracks and
an upgrade of an existing access off the Glenhoy Road to provide access for
maintenance to the ponds and to provide access for the severed lands in this area.
Roughan Drain to Feddan (Ch 81050 to Ch 82550)
Refer to attached Drawing No. 718736-S3-0800-674

5.117

The scheme would encounter very soft ground between Ch 81000 and 81150 at the
location of the proposed accommodation and maintenance overbridge and it is
proposed to excavate this 1.5m deep peat deposit and fill the void with suitable fill
material. The Roughan Drain would be crossed at Ch 81360 with a box culvert. Two
additional culverts would also be required at Ch 81220 and 81300 to provide
connectivity for the floodplain during extreme events. Land would be required to the
south of the proposed dual carriageway between Ch 81150 and the Roughan Drain
to create an area of flood compensatory storage. Whilst this area is relatively large
it would be needed to compensate for those areas of floodplain that would be lost
by the construction of the scheme. The landtake proposed in this area is
hydraulically linked to the floodplain and has the least impact in terms of
topography. Land would be required for a temporary settlement pond to reduce the
risk of contamination to the Roughan Drain during construction.

5.118

From Ch 81400 to 81800 the Proposed Scheme would be constructed with
minimum earthworks and would cross the Ballynasaggart Road approximately at
grade, therefore requiring the re-alignment of the side road. It is proposed to carry
the Ballynasaggart Road above the dual carriageway on an overbridge structure. It
is proposed that Crew Road would be used as a temporary diversion during
construction and that the Ballynasaggart Road would be closed to all traffic with the
exception of direct access only.

5.119

It is proposed to permanently close Crew Road as part of the Proposed Scheme as
the amount of traffic using this side road is low and it would be uneconomic to retain
both routes, primarily due to structures costs. Closing Crew Road and retaining
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Ballynasaggart Road generates the most practical solution given that the majority of
traffic using these routes is travelling from the A4 in the south towards
Newtownsaville, Errigal and Glenchuil in the north.
5.120

Immediately west of Ballynasaggart Road, a small area of land would become
severed by the Proposed Scheme. Access to this severed land is relatively
straightforward via accommodation tracks and use of the Ballynasaggart
overbridge.

5.121

The scheme’s route at this location is due to the environmental impact that a more
northern route would create. A more northerly route, which would create less
severance, would have a much greater impact on the Roughan Drain with more
significant watercourse diversion works being required. It would also impact on an
area of natural habitat parallel with and to the north of the Proposed Scheme
between Roughan Drain and Ballynasaggart Road.

5.122

The Proposed Scheme would pass into cutting through the area of the existing
Crew Road. As discussed this road would be stopped up to public traffic and used
for maintenance and accommodation access for severed land in this area. At this
location, access will be maintained across the dual carriageway and between land
parcels over and above that provided by the side road network to ensure
connectivity of severed lands.

5.123

It is proposed to vest low lying lands adjacent to the Ballynasaggart Road, Feddan
Road and the dual carriageway for the purpose of deposition.
Feddan to Ballygawley Water (Ch 82550 to 84050)
Refer to attached Drawing No. 718736-S3-0800-675

5.124

The Proposed Scheme follows the ground profile well and is sympathetic to land
boundaries to minimise land take and severance issues on its approach to the A4
Annaghilla Road at Ballygawley. It also passes between existing properties and
through the drumlin landscape sympathetically, avoiding the three main peaks in
this area. A low point would be generated at Ch 82850 and wetlands are proposed
at Ch 82700.
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5.125

The junction at Ballygawley would be located at Ch. 83400 where the A4 Annaghilla
Road would cross the Proposed Scheme approximately 1.3km west of the existing
A4 / A5 Ballygawley roundabout. A roundabout junction in accordance with TD16/07
would fulfil the requirements to cater for the relatively balanced flows between these
two roads.

5.126

The existing A4/A5 Ballygawley Roundabout, constructed as part of the A4 dualling
works, would be removed and the existing A4 would be upgraded to dual
carriageway from the current termination point of the A4 dual carriageway to the
new A4/A5WTC junction.

5.127

The new A4/A5WTC junction would consist of a 5 arm roundabout with an ICD of
90m and would provide a link between the A4 (one dual carriageway link and one
single carriageway link), the A5WTC (two dual carriageway links) and a Ballygawley
Link / Tullybryan Road (single carriageway link).The roundabout would be built
online with the existing A4. The existing topography would result in cuttings being
generated along the mainline ranging from 4m to 13m deep due to the need to be at
grade with the existing A4, while considering the impact on properties in the area.

5.128

Key considerations in determining the layout and location for this junction included:


Providing direct connectivity between the A5WTC and A4 Annaghilla Road;



Upgrading the A4 to dual carriageway and improving traffic transfer, by
removing the existing A4/A5 roundabout;



Considering the existing topography and minimising earthworks whilst allowing
for the need to be at grade at the existing A4;



Minimising demolition of dwellings and overall impact on properties in the area;



Minimising impact on the floodplain at Ballygawley Water in terms of the
mainline and link roads into Ballygawley; and



Considering existing environmental constraints, enclosures, raths and other
environmental impacts.

5.129

From the proposed A4 / A5 roundabout the scheme would continue southeastwards passing close to but avoiding buildings associated with a steading on the
southern side of the A4. The Proposed Scheme would pass through a drumlin,
creating a cutting approximately 12m deep, before crossing the Ballynany Road at
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grade. The Ballynany Road is 2m higher than that of the existing A4 and dual
carriageway design standards are such that it is not feasible for the Proposed
Scheme to pass above the Ballynany Road, nor is it practicable to realign the
Ballynany Road above the dual carriageway given the proximity of the Ballygawley
Water and a property immediately north of the dual carriageway. Given the above
and the fact that the Ballynany Road is effectively closed by the A4 upgrade, it
would be intended to close Ballynany Road where it meets the Proposed Scheme
and upgrade Drumcullion Lane between the A4 and Tullywinny Road. This would
provide a suitable alternative to the Ballynany Route as only minimal land take
would be required adjacent to the existing road.
5.130

There have been a number of objections to the closure of Ballynany Road
including such issues as access arrangements to properties, and farms and
community severance. It is considered that adequate alternative access provision
would be provided and it can be seen from the previous discussion that the only
practicable solution is to close the route and make adequate alternative
arrangements.

5.131

From the Ballynany Road the Proposed Scheme would cross the Ballygawley
Water on a new structure. The structure would be approximately 42m long, in a
three span configuration, with a main river span of approximately 20m and two
symmetrical back spans. Sufficient land has been included in the vesting order to
provide adequate connectivity for severed lands to the north and south of the dual
carriageway and to allow for construction of the structure. The Ballygawley Water
has a short bifurcation in this area known as the Mill Race and as well as the main
structure, a box culvert approximately 3.0m wide will be installed at Ch 82850. An
additional culvert is also proposed at Ch 83835 to provide connectivity for the
floodplain.

5.132

Between Ch 83700 and Ch 83900 the scheme would encounter soft ground in the
form of silt to 8.0m approximately, below ground level. This would require
construction of piled embankments founded on the underlying rock in order to limit
both

overall

embankment

settlement

and

differential

settlement

between

embankments and the structure required to cross the watercourse.
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5.133

An attenuation pond and wetlands are required at Ch 84000 and land has been
included in the vesting for these and for an access track to carry out maintenance
on the same.
Ballygawley Link - A4 Corridor Improvement (Ch 83450)
Refer to attached Drawing No. 718736-S3-0800-682

5.134

Considerable discussion has taken place regarding the strategic needs,
traffic demands and benefit implications of various scenarios associated with
the interaction of the Proposed Scheme and the A4 Annaghilla Road and I
would refer to Mr Peter Edwards’ and Mr David Hardcastle’s evidence in this
respect.

5.135

The proposed A4 - A5 roundabout would be built online with the existing A4 and
provide an opportunity to change the A4 from single to dual carriageway standard. It
is proposed to widen the A4 on the northern side, to avoid demolition of existing
properties that are located close to the southern side of the existing A4. Improving
the A4 to dual standard would prevent direct access from these properties. It would
therefore be intended to provide alternative accommodation arrangements for
holdings to the south of the A4 via an overbridge structure approximately 280m
from the proposed A4 - A5 roundabout. This facility would cater for three
landowners and three residential plots. The structure would remain in Roads
Service ownership and would connect to the side road network via the new
Ballygawley link or extended Tullybryan Road. The dual nature of the A4 will also
require the closure of the Tullybryan - A4 ‘T’ junction and it is proposed to construct
a turning facility to enable turning movements in what would become a cul-de-sac.
The widened A4 and associated earthworks would move the highway boundary
closer to a property immediately north of the A4 at Ch 425 on the A4 link.

5.136

As the A4 continues eastwards it follows the footprint of the existing road as much
as is practicable to achieve a smooth connection with the A4 to the east of the
newly constructed roundabout. The existing road houses a 180mm HPPE water
main and BT apparatus that will require diversion or protection works prior to
construction. The A4 would cross the Ballygawley Water on a new structure, before
crossing the Tullywinny Road approximately at grade.
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5.137

It is proposed to close the northern section of Tullywinny Road where it is affected
by the A4 works and introduce a turning head facility for vehicles. Objections have
been received from affected parties expressing concerns regarding access
and the trafficking of large vehicles from the south rather than the A4 in the
north. It is considered that with the exception of a localised meander to the
northern end of Tullywinny Road, it is a near straight alignment with good verge
provision and has a better standard of provision than much of the side road network
in this area.

5.138

Land is required to the southern side for the proposed A4 for a watercourse
diversion as much of the original watercourse would be within the proposed
footprint. An area of land is also required, south of the Ballygawley Water for flood
compensatory storage to mitigate against loss of floodplain in this area as a result
of the construction of the Proposed Scheme. This area offers the best location for
this mitigation because it is hydraulically linked to the existing floodplain and has
least impact in terms of topography.

5.139

The extension of the A4 dual carriageway will cross the existing Tullyvar Road
approximately at grade. It is therefore proposed to realign the Tullyvar Road to pass
above the A4 on an overbridge. The line of Tullyvar Road would be straightened
with the removal of the roundabout and a temporary diversion is intended adjacent
to the base of the eastern earthworks during construction. The Tullyvar Road will
not retain the 2+1 standard over the re-aligned length; rather it will be a standard
single carriageway on the overbridge that widens to 2+1 at its southern tie-in. This
is because the crest curve of the bridge cannot be made sufficiently shallow to
accommodate the 2+1 design requirements. The proposed realigned side road has
a number of associated relaxations and departures from standards. The proposed
embankment of the Tullyvar Road precludes access to properties along the old
Tullyvar Road to the east. It is therefore proposed to reopen the access at the
northern end of this residential road and construct a turning head facility to enable
turning movements in what would become a cul-de-sac. There would be no net
effect on access arrangements as the proposed and original layouts would be
similar with a left-in / left-out junction onto a dual carriageway with dumb-bell
roundabouts.
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5.140

The proposed Tullyvar Road re-alignment would tie in to a 50m ICD roundabout
forming a junction with the Tullybryan Road. This road currently caters for traffic
associated with the residential areas of Tullybryan, Richmond Lane and St Ciaran’s
College. Under the proposals this road would be used as a link from Ballygawley to
the strategic network and certain sections of the road will be improved to facilitate
the increased traffic flow. The proposals maximise the use of the existing road-bed
but would require land to create additional widening and visibility splays to achieve
an appropriate standard. A new structure is proposed at the Ballygawley Water
crossing and this would be sufficiently wide to generate visibility improvements for
St Ciaran’s College. There is currently no intention to impose a speed restriction in
this area as it is envisaged that the sinuous nature of the alignment will make traffic
speed self governing.

5.141

Further west, the proposed realignment veers away from the existing Tullybryan
Road to avoid properties and make a suitable approach to the new A4/A5WTC
roundabout. It follows the steep terrain as much as practicable to form a junction
with Feddan Road, but this does result in a cutting approximately 18m deep.
Severance is generally not as severe on single carriageways as local accesses are
permitted and it is usually a simple arrangement to place field gates on opposite
sides of the road. It is proposed to re-establish farming links in this way for affected
landowners in this locality.

5.142

The Ballygawley Link or extension to Tullybryan Road is an essential part of the
Proposed Scheme at this location as it provides the businesses and residents of
Ballygawley with a link to the strategic network. It also provides connectivity for the
residents of Richmond Lane, Tullybryan Road, Lettery Road, Crew Road,
Ballynasaggart Road and beyond.
Ballygawley Water to Tullyvar Drain (Ch 84050 to Ch 85550)
Refer to attached Drawing No. 718736-S3-0800-676

5.143

From Ballygawley Water the Proposed Scheme rises and skirts the southern edge
of a drumlin on a heading to avoid a Rath and existing properties on Tullywinny
Road. The scheme severs land immediately north of Tullywinny Road and it is
proposed that this land will be accessed via the Tullywinny underbridge.
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5.144

The line of Tullywinny Road would be largely unchanged by the proposals and
would essentially be lowered on line to remove an existing crest and improve the
vertical alignment. The proposed fence line is able to step-in at Ch 84400 to avoid a
garden to the north of the Proposed Scheme. This is because wingwalls of the
structure will retain the embankment and maintenance can be achieved via the
combined accommodation and maintenance track at the Ballygawley Water
structure. Environmental mitigation is proposed along the slopes of these
embankments to lessen the impact of the Proposed Scheme on the nearby
properties. An environmental bund is also proposed on the southern verge of the
dual carriageway between Ch 84000 and Ch 84300 approximately to provide further
mitigation.

5.145

South of Tullywinny Road the Proposed Scheme would sever land that was
originally served from Tullywinny Road and the proposals intend to retain this
connectivity. A new shared underpass structure would be located at Ch 84600 for
landowner access and maintenance purposes. It is proposed to run the track from
the Tullywinny Road, within an area classed as a residual parcel to make best use
of the available land. Temporary land would be required to the southern side of the
dual carriageway between Ch 84700 and 84800 for drainage works to provide a
drainage outfall to a remote watercourse. The Proposed Scheme would continue in
a south-easterly direction passing through a drumlin at Ch 85000. This cutting
would sever a large land parcel to the south of the dual carriageway from the main
farm development to the north and it is proposed that shared access will be
maintained across the dual carriageway over and above that provided by the side
road network.

5.146

A low point would be located at Ch 85300 in the dual carriageway’s alignment and
land would be required for the construction of the necessary attenuation pond and
wetland. Maintenance access for these ponds would be made from a proposed
Type A Lay-by on the northbound carriageway at Ch 85250 approximately. There is
no southbound lay-by proposed south of Ballygawley due to the fact that the
distance between the Ballygawley junction and the junction at Aughnacloy North, is
less than 7.5km. Because the Aughnacloy North junction does not provide an exit in
the northbound direction, the resulting distance between junctions warrants a lay-by
in this direction. This location was chosen because it is sufficiently far from junctions
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not to cause confusion for drivers, is on a near straight part of the alignment and
offers a good maintenance access point which otherwise would require additional
landtake to provide an alternative long maintenance track.
Tullyvar Drain to Lisginny Road (Ch 85550 to Ch 87050)
Refer to attached Drawing No. 718736-S3-0800-677
5.147

Land from two farms would be severed between Ch 85300 and 86000 by the
Proposed Scheme. A new shared accommodation underbridge and tracks are
proposed to re-connect these severed parcels at Ch 85870. From the structure the
Proposed Scheme would turn to a more southerly direction to avoid a Council
refuse tip, a Rath and existing properties, passing over Tullyvar Drain floodplain
towards the crossing of the Lisginny Road and bisecting the large drumlins beyond.
The Proposed Scheme follows existing land boundaries through this area and
consequently would result in very little severance. The ground conditions within the
central part of the floodplain are soft and made up of peat and silt deposits to a
depth of 3.0m. It is proposed that these materials would be excavated and replaced
with suitable fill. Land would be required to the north and south of the Proposed
Scheme at Ch 86100 approximately to provide flood compensatory storage. An
attenuation pond is also required to control runoff from the scheme. As the
Proposed Scheme would cross the Tullyvar Drain at an acute angle, it is proposed
to divert the watercourse along the northern side of the scheme and provide a large
box culvert approximately 4.0m wide, to maintain normal connectivity. Two
additional culverts are also proposed at Ch 86130 and 86200 to provide
connectivity for the floodplain during extreme rainfall events. Land is also required
in this area to provide additional screening for a property to the south of the dual
carriageway between Ch 86250 and 86400.

5.148

The existing Lisginny Road has a substandard horizontal and vertical alignment in
the vicinity of the Proposed Scheme. It is therefore proposed to use this opportunity
to improve the side road alignment to provide better continuity of road provision.
This realignment would take the side road above the dual carriageway on an
overbridge structure. The proposed realigned side road would have a number of
associated relaxations and departures from standards but offers considerable
safety improvements compared to the existing situation in terms of alignment,
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visibility, cross section and drainage. Areas for temporary deposition of material
have been included in the draft vesting on the northern and southern sides of the
realigned Lisginny Road.
5.149

Access would be maintained to all land parcels in this area by the use of
accommodation tracks and the old Lisginny Road. Additional land would be
required along the northern side of Lisginny Road, over a 300m section east of the
eastern tie-in. This area would be a temporary acquisition for road widening works
to provide a haul route from the existing A5 for construction traffic.

5.150

From the Lisginny area, the Proposed Scheme follows the land boundaries,
avoiding the demolition of properties and passing between large drumlins on the
approach to Old Chapel Road. After the short length of cutting at Ch 86750, the
dual carriageway would pass through a low lying area on shallow embankment
approximately 2.5m in height and parallel with the northern bank of an existing
watercourse. 1.0m thick, soft clay deposits are evident in this low lying region and it
is proposed to excavate the clay and replace the void with suitable fill material. A
contractor temporary settlement pond is proposed on a small parcel of residual land
situated to the north of the dual carriageway at Ch 86950 approximately.
Lisginny Road to Tullyvar Road (Ch 87050 to Ch 88550)
Refer to attached Drawing No. 718736-S3-0800-678

5.151

Land would be required for flood compensatory storage at Ch 87100 and 87400. At
Ch 87500 the unclassified watercourse has a localised meander, which conflicts
with the alignment and a watercourse diversion would be required through the
relatively high ground at this point to form connectivity.

5.152

Ground improvement works would be required between Ch 86850 and Ch 87450
approximately and landtake has been included in the draft vesting for these works.

5.153

The proposed dual carriageway would cross the Old Chapel Road approximately at
grade. Its vertical alignment has been designed with limiting gradients sufficient for
drainage purposes in order to follow the existing terrain as closely as possible.
These limiting gradients extend from Lisginny Road to Loughans Road, a distance
of 2.2km, therefore making the choice of levels through this area very
interdependent. Given the low-lying nature of the terrain from Ballygawley to the
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border with the Republic of Ireland, fill material is extremely difficult to generate and
the solution presented is considered to be the most appropriate as it would require
the minimum amount of earthworks.
5.154

Although the existing Old Chapel Road is relatively straight it does have a very
undulating vertical alignment. From the proposed southern tie-in, the existing road
rises from 62m to a crest of 70m before falling to a watercourse crossing at 65m
before rising to 68m at the Old Chapel Spur, over a distance of only 350m. Such a
vertical alignment would be unsuitable for current standards of road provision. It is
therefore proposed to carry the re-aligned side road above the dual carriageway on
an overbridge structure. This effectively closes the residual sections of the existing
Old Chapel Road but turning facilities are not proposed as these roads will be
signed as access only and have a more residential aspect when compared to the
proposed side road.

5.155

The existing access to properties to the west of Old Chapel Road would be affected
by the proposals and it is intended to construct two new combined accommodation
and maintenance tracks to serve these holdings. The tracks would be maintained
by Roads Service and combined with the proposed overbridge would provide all of
the connectivity requirements for the severed landowners. An area of land has been
included in the draft vesting for construction works adjacent to the southern
maintenance track.

5.156

Both the Old Chapel re-alignment and the dual carriageway cross a watercourse at
Ch 87800. This crossing would take the form of a box culvert approximately 3.0m
wide and land has been included in the draft vesting for the associated watercourse
diversion works.

5.157

From Old Chapel Road the Proposed Scheme would enter a section of cutting as it
approaches the proposed Aughnacloy North junction. It also encounters a 2.5m
deep soft clay deposit between Ch 87980 and 88200.

It is proposed that an

excavate and replace solution be adopted in this area. Land would also be required
to the south at Ch 88100 for drainage mitigation. This mitigation would consist of a
watercourse diversion with culverting works and the construction of wetlands.
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5.158

The junction at Aughnacloy North would be located at Ch 88400 where the
Proposed Scheme would cross the existing A5 and would allow access to and from
the town for traffic wishing to use the A5WTC.

5.159

A combination of the traffic flows, topography and properties in the vicinity of the
existing A5 at the proposed junction location has indicated that a grade separated
junction with limited movements, i.e. north facing slip roads, would be the most
appropriate solution.

5.160

The Proposed Scheme would cross the existing A5 in a cutting ranging from 2m to
10m deep on side-long ground resulting in larger cuts on the north side of the
alignment. The existing A5 would pass over the proposed mainline, with links
to/from the mainline and the existing A5 being provided via a dumb-bell type
arrangement. A 3 arm 40m ICD roundabout is proposed on the south side of the
mainline and would serve links to the existing A5, the northbound slip road and a
link across the mainline to the larger 4 arm roundabout. This 60m ICD roundabout
would serve the southbound slip road, the existing A5, Loughans Road and the link
across the mainline.

5.161

The existing A5 would be realigned to the east of its current position to reduce the
skew of the structure, allow adequate entry deflection at the dumb-bell roundabouts
and minimise departures on the approach roads. Locating the structure for the
junction offline would also ensure that the existing A5 can remain open during
construction.

5.162

Ground conditions in the vicinity of the existing A5 at the junction location are poor
and ground improvement works would be required beneath the mainline either side
of the existing A5.

5.163

Key considerations in determining the layout and location for this junction included:


Providing connectivity between Aughnacloy, the existing A5 and the Proposed
Scheme;



Minimising the footprint of the Proposed Scheme in the vicinity of the drumlins
and side long ground;



Minimising the number of departures on the approach roads to the junction.



Minimising impacts on dwellings; and
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Providing options to keep the existing A5 open during construction by building
the structure offline.

5.164

Objections have been received with respect to the Aughnacloy North junction
and the amount of landtake that is proposed to accommodate the
roundabouts that form part of the junction. The location of each roundabout is
constrained by different factors. The northern roundabout is constrained by the
approach angles of the roads it serves and ideally the roundabout would be centred
further west to achieve better separation between the A5 Tullyvar Road and the
south bound exit slip. The southern roundabout would ideally be located further
west to balance the 3 approach angles of the connecting roads, but this would
require the demolition of a steading to the west of the Tullyvar Road. Therefore a
balance has been struck by locating the proposed junction as far to the east as is
practicable in order to minimise the impact on this property and achieve a layout
that meets design standards.

5.165

The existing Loughans Road is one of the steepest side roads within Section 3 with
a longitudinal gradient of approximately 10% or 1 in 10. Providing a raised
roundabout junction and raising the connection greatly reduces the level difference
between the proposed and existing tie-ins resulting in a less onerous alignment.
The proposed re-alignment of Loughans Road has been brought as close to the
dual carriageway as reasonably practicable to minimise land take and severance for
holdings to the north.

5.166

Land would be required for temporary construction activities near the existing A5
Tullyvar Road tie-in locations. These slivers of land would be necessary for
temporary diversion works to ensure the minimum disruption to traffic on the A5
during construction.
Tullyvar Road to Carnteel Road (Ch 88550 to Ch 90050)
Refer to attached Drawing No. 718736-S3-0800-679

5.167

From the Aughnacloy North junction, the dual carriageway would proceed in an
easterly direction crossing a private access known locally as Back Lane and
passing between two large drumlins before turning to a more southerly direction on
the approach to Carnteel Road.
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5.168

The Proposed Scheme would sever two landholdings in this area. The severe
drumlin terrain produces side long ground that is not conducive to over or
underbridge crossings. It is therefore proposed to close a short section of the lane
and provide a diversion 500m to the east where the proposed and existing levels
provide a more appropriate location for an underbridge crossing as sufficient
headroom could be achieved. At present the most direct route from the holding on
the south side of the dual carriageway from the farm buildings, would be via a
meandering track around field boundaries. This route is approximately 760m in
length and would pass around the side of a steep drumlin requiring a rise and fall in
level of some 30m. It is thought that a new route using the track to the north of the
dual carriageway and a new 270m section of track as a connection from the
proposed underbridge to the existing track north of the farm buildings would be
more appropriate. This would create a maximum additional travel distance of 380m.

5.169

The second farm that makes use of Back Lane would gain access to severed land
via the shared accommodation underbridge and this structure together with the
track that runs parallel to the southern side of the dual carriageway would maintain
access directly to the Tullyvar Road for this dwelling.

5.170

The Proposed Scheme would pass between two drumlins at Ch 88900 at an
approximate level of 70m. The peaks of the drumlins to the north and south are
approximately 110m and 90m respectively The alignment has been designed to
desirable minimum horizontal curvature at this point to minimise the impact on
these features but the severity of the terrain is such that they could not be avoided
completely. The side long nature of the topography can be seen from the scheme
drawings, with relatively large earthworks to the north and negligible earthworks on
the southern side of the dual carriageway. With the slope of the northern drumlin
being extremely steep and orientated in the same direction, the actual maximum cut
depth of 10m, manifests itself as a much larger cutting appearing more like 25m.
This cutting does not form a notch in the horizon but rather a re-engineering of the
existing slope with the same south facing aspect. The proposed natural rounding,
planting and final appearance of the cutting has been considered in the
Environmental Statement.

5.171

The scheme would encounter soft ground between Ch 88650 and Ch 88800. A soft
to firm clay deposit would require 1.0m of excavation, with the void being replaced
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with suitable material. The low lying area between Ch 89100 and Ch 89350 also
suffers from soft ground and a 1.2m layer of organic clay would require a similar
excavate and replace solution.
5.172

Additional land has been included in the draft vesting at Ch 89250 approximately for
a drainage diversion and culvert and a temporary settlement pond for use during
construction. The Proposed Scheme is also in close proximity to a private well at
this location and precautions would be taken to minimise impact on this water
source.

5.173

From Ch 89200, the Proposed Scheme would turn to a more southerly heading on
a long desirable minimum curve approximately 3km in length. It would not be
acceptable engineering practice to vary the radius of this curve as it would lead to
compound curves that are difficult for drivers to perceive. Given that this curve is at
a desirable minimum standard and is 3km in length, it does form a restrictive part of
the alignment, as altering the alignment to avoid a feature would impact on over
3km of adjacent features. The Proposed Scheme is considered the best balance of
all the factors such as property avoidance, severance of land, impact on drumlins,
watercourses and floodplains, etc. The Proposed Scheme is able to minimise the
environmental impact in this area by adopting a route that avoids the drumlins until
the final section of dual carriageway prior to the A28 Caledon Road.

5.174

An area of land between two drumlins and the southern verge of the Proposed
Scheme between Ch 89600 and Ch 90000 has been included in the draft vesting
for the purpose of deposition.

5.175

A section of Glack Lane at Ch 90150 approximately would require closure under the
scheme proposals as the Proposed Scheme would cross this track approximately at
grade. It is therefore intended to realign the two remaining sections of Glack Lane to
retain access for the remaining land areas via Carnteel Road and a number of
combined accommodation and maintenance tracks adjacent to the proposed dual
carriageway.
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Carnteel Road to Caledon Road (Ch 90050 and Ch 91550)
Refer to attached Drawing No. 718736-S3-0800-680
5.176

The Carnteel Roads designation as the B35 identifies it as one of the more strategic
side roads and an important link to Dungannon. Objections have been received
regarding the planned works to the B35 and the need to take additional land
to realign the road when the existing road alignment is adequate. The existing
B35 contains some severely substandard curves in the vicinity of the proposed dual
carriageway, and it is proposed that these would be removed as part of the side
road modifications. This fact combined with the desire to minimise impacts on
accesses, minimise the number of affected parties and quantity of landtake required
has led to the decision to realign the B35 offline to cross over the dual carriageway
on a new structure. The proposed offline solution will also offer significant benefits
by minimising the impact to existing BT apparatus on the existing road, reducing
disruption to traffic during construction and providing a more seamless tie-in to the
existing network without sharp deviations and loss of forward visibility. Additional
land is required adjacent to the existing B35 for minor temporary diversion works
and to allow sufficient room for buildability. Access to adjacent farm land would be
made via field gates, whose final position would be determined at the time of
construction and following further consultation with landowners.

5.177

From the Carnteel Road the scheme would continue southwards, making two
crossings of a meandering watercourse before crossing the B128 Rehaghy Road
on a side road underbridge. Soft ground has been identified between Ch 90300 –
Ch 90400 requiring a 1.6m thick deposit of soft to firm clay to be excavated and
replaced with suitable fill. The watercourse would be culverted beneath the
Proposed Scheme and the Rehaghy Road using box culverts of approximately
3.0m in width. Land would be required to the east of the dual carriageway at Ch
90700 for a watercourse diversion and attenuation pond. The watercourse diversion
could not be retained to the eastern side of the Proposed Scheme as it would result
in an excessively deep cutting due to the steep slope of the drumlin associated with
land to the east.

5.178

The dual carriageway passes above the B128 Rehaghy Road which would be
largely unaltered. As with all side roads encountered along the Proposed Scheme,
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the possibility of alignment improvements was investigated but, in this case,
rejected due to the excessive land take needed and impact on the a property at Ch
90900. It is proposed that curve widening be introduced to ease the passage of
opposing vehicles and to increase forward visibility around the bend. These
proposed works would result in considerable safety improvements for the users of
the B128.
5.179

From Rehaghy Road the dual carriageway would descend in level and cross the
low lying area associated with the watercourse which meanders along a similar line
to that of the Proposed Scheme. The scheme would encounter poor ground
conditions between Ch 91100 and the A28 Caledon Road, made up of a
combination of soft organic clays and peat. There are various ground improvements
intended for this region from an excavate and replace solution to a surcharge or
overburden solution to speed up embankment settlement.

5.180

Land would be required to the east of the Proposed Scheme between Ch 90800
and Ch 91600 and to the west at Ch 91400. These areas comprise essential
drainage works, flood compensatory storage areas and small residual parcels
which, it is considered, would be unviable to farm and uneconomical to provide
access for. The drainage works would consist of a permanent attenuation pond and
watercourse diversion works, connectivity culverts, and a flood compensation area
required to mitigate against the footprint of the scheme encroaching into the
floodplain of the watercourse. Maintenance access for the attenuation pond would
be gained via an existing track from Rehaghy Road. This track would come under
Roads Service ownership and connect to the pond area via a short track parallel to
the Proposed Scheme.
Caledon Road to Moy Bridge (Ch 91550 and Ch 93145)
Refer to attached Drawing No. 718736-S3-0800-681

5.181

The Proposed Scheme would proceed in a south-westerly direction, descending
and passing through the drumlin north of the A28 before reaching the Caledon
Road with an at grade roundabout referred to as the Aughnacloy East junction. An
existing farm building at Ch 91800 would be demolished as part of the Proposed
Scheme and could not be avoided due to the balancing of factors associated with
the location of the Caledon Road roundabout, its immediate links to the south and
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the previous 3km of the alignment that is at a limiting horizontal radius as discussed
previously.
5.182

The junction at Aughnacloy East would be located at Ch 91900 on the A28 Caledon
Road and provide access into Aughnacloy for traffic from the south as this would be
the last junction before the border at Moy Bridge.

5.183

The dual carriageway section of the Proposed Scheme within Section 3 would
terminate at the A28 Caledon Road and a single carriageway link would be
provided from the Caledon Road to the Proposed Scheme termination point on the
existing A5 north of Moy Bridge.

5.184

The decision to terminate the dual carriageway at the A28 Caledon Road has been
based on future proposals for an upgrade of the N2 Road in the Republic of Ireland
to dual carriageway and this would be a suitable location to provide connectivity to
the scheme and ensure a continuous standard road between the two schemes.

5.185

A roundabout junction in accordance with TD16/07 would cater for the relatively
balanced flows between the Proposed Scheme and the A28 Caledon Road. The
junction would consist of a 4 arm roundabout with an ICD of 70m serving the A28
Caledon Road and the Proposed Scheme in both directions. The roundabout would
be built online with the A28 and a cutting of up to 12m would be generated on the
northern side of the roundabout due to the need to be at grade with the existing
A28. Consideration has been given to the possible future upgrade of the southern
proposed link from single to dual carriageway when sizing the roundabout.

5.186

Key considerations in determining the layout and location for this junction included:


Providing an option for a future dual carriageway tie in from the southern arm;



Considering existing topography and minimising earthworks allowing for the
need to be at grade at the existing A28; and


5.187

Minimising demolition of dwellings and overall impact on properties in the area.

Land would be required for an attenuation pond maintenance access and drainage
outfall at Ch 91900. Poor ground conditions in the vicinity of the junction would also
result in land been required to improve the area beneath the roundabout.
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5.188

The single carriageway would leave the proposed A28 roundabout on a southwesterly direction avoiding a large planted area on a drumlin to the south of the
A28. It also avoids land to the east where houses are being developed. Land would
be required at Ch 92300 for a temporary settlement pond.

5.189

An area of land has been included in the draft vesting to the north of the Proposed
Scheme and adjacent to the Caledon Road for deposition. Potential environmental
and development impacts at this proposed deposition location will be taken into
account during detailed design.

5.190

The single carriageway section from the A28 to the tie-in north of the Moy Bridge is
seen as a temporary alignment until such time as the N2 improvement works are
implemented. Given the temporary nature of this section it is considered beneficial
to promote/provide a lesser standard of provision to reduce impacts on the
environment and landowners. Two combination departures from standards would
be incorporated into the alignment over this section.

5.191

The first of the departures is a combination of vertical and stopping sight distance
relaxations located on the single carriageway between Ch 92450 – Ch 92780. Both
the vertical crest curve and stopping sight distance are 1 step below the desirable
minimum at this location. A 1 step reduction in vertical crest curve is considered
good practice for single carriageway roads as it removes ambiguous overtaking
lengths and is recognised within the design standard as providing a safe design.
The adoption of this combination of relaxations reduces the depth of cutting by 34m.

5.192

The scheme then proceeds in a westerly direction crossing a track known as the
Douglas Road on embankment. Douglas Road, although designated as a public
road, is effectively an access track serving interests adjacent to the River
Blackwater. Douglas Road falls from south to north at this location and given its
nature as one of access only it is proposed to introduce a relatively sinuous realignment that will lower the access road more quickly to assist with clearance to
the Proposed Scheme above. Moving the structure offline also makes construction
easier and reduces disruption to landowners during construction. Access to the
severed lands to the south of the Proposed Scheme would be made via this
underbridge structure.
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5.193

The second of the departures would also be located on the single carriageway
section between Ch 92780 – 93060. This combination departure includes a 3 step
relaxation in horizontal curvature, a 1 step relaxation in vertical crest curve and a 1
step relaxation in stopping sight distance. As with the previous departure,
consideration has been given to the fact that the single carriageway section of the
A5 is seen as a temporary link. The adoption of this proposed highway alignment
would offer benefits in terms of a cost effective solution for the temporary situation
by reducing the length of the scheme, allowing the scheme to tie in sooner and
avoiding impact on the old customs house development.

5.194

The Proposed Scheme would then descend from 62m to 45m and turn to a more
southerly direction through a deep cutting before the tie-in at the existing A5
Monaghan Road. As stated previously, the alignment uses substandard geometry
to minimise the impacts in this area which has led to a 15m cutting on the approach
to the tie in. The proposed environmental mitigation in this area is considerable,
taking the form of planting and slope rounding etc, and reference should be made to
the Environmental Statement in this regard.

5.195

It is intended that the existing A5 Monaghan Road be closed immediately north of
the scheme tie in and a turning head facility be provided for vehicles using the old
road.

5.196

Land would be required for the construction of an attenuation pond to the west of
the southern tie-in. Access to this pond will be made directly from the single
carriageway.
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6

Other Engineering Aspects
Soft Ground

6.1

In the extreme north of Section 3 are two significant areas of peat that are crossed
by the Proposed Scheme in the townland of Doogary. While in the route selection
process, it was preferred to avoid peat where possible, the extent of peat deposits
immediately south of Omagh meant this could not be avoided entirely.
Table 2 - Extent of Soft Ground in the Doogary Area
Start CH

End CH

Location

Problematic Ground
Conditions

6.2

62100

62800

Seskinore Junction to
Tattykeel Road

peat to 4m bgl over soft to
stiff clay to 8.5m bgl

63200

63850

Doogary Bog CH 63150 –
64000

raised peat bog – peat to
8.5m bgl

The northern of those two peat areas is between Seskinore Road and Tattykeel
Road. This has been proved to be between 1m and 5m deep and is most likely to
be solved by excavating the soft ground and replacing it under the road with
granular fills, though supporting the embankment with piles may be adopted if
economically preferable.

6.3

It was originally intended at the Preferred Route stage, to avoid the southern peat
area at Doogary (between Tattykeel Road and Tullyrush Road) by taking a more
easterly loop alignment. However, as the current Proposed Scheme evolved, a
shorter chord alignment across the edge of the Doogary Bog was developed.
Ground Investigation has indicated that the soft ground here is between 7m and 9m
deep and it is proposed to cross it using a pile supported concrete platform. While
this has a higher construction cost than the earthwork on the original loop, that is
outweighed by the saving made from the shorter route, the avoidance of at least
one bridge crossing over the existing A5 and the economic gain obtained in the
longer term from the shorter journey time.

6.4

South of Newtownsaville a further diversion of the Preferred Route was considered,
between Springhill Road and Tullanafoile Road. Geotechnically, the aim of the
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original and revised routes was to avoid as far as possible a pocket of North-South
aligned peat and soft ground. The Proposed Scheme skirts the eastern edge of the
peat, which will require to be locally replaced with granular fill to ensure stability of
the northbound carriageway. Investigation has shown the soft ground to be up to
4.5m deep at the edge of the bog.
Table 3 - Extent of Soft Ground in the Newtownsaville / Cormore Rd Area
Start CH

End CH

Location

Problematic Ground
Conditions

75000

6.5

75350

Newtownsaville Bog

very soft peat to 3m bgl,
loose silty sand / soft to firm
silt to 4.5m

At the crossing of the Ballygawley Water, the Proposed Scheme crosses the flood
plain which consists of soft ground including bands of loose sand, soft clay and silt
up to 8m deep. This will require construction of piled embankments founded on the
underlying rock in order to limit both overall embankment settlement and differential
settlement between embankments and the structure required to cross the
watercourse.

6.6

The Proposed Scheme crosses several small pockets of soft ground on
embankments, especially in the drumlin area south of Glenhoy Road (Errigal), as
far as Aughnacloy. In general, these pockets are between 1 and 3m deep and will
be solved by removing the soft material and replacing with competent granular fills
arising within the scheme.
Table 4 - Smaller Pockets of Soft Ground to be Actioned between Omagh & Aughnacloy
Start CH

End CH

Location

Problematic Ground
Conditions

Seskinore Side Road

peat to 1.5m bgl

64400

South of Doogary Bog

pockets of very soft peat to
2.5m bgl

68800

Moylagh Junction

soft to stiff clay between 36m bgl

62060

62060

(Seskinore Side
Road)

(Seskinore Side
Road)

63850
68700
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Start CH

End CH

Location

Problematic Ground
Conditions

69730

70250

West of Legacurry Road

Two pockets of soft to firm
clay / silt to 2m bgl over
gravel / clay

72280

72540

South of Routing Burn Road

soft - firm clay to 0.8m

76750

76930

Tycanny Road

soft silty clay to 2.5m bgl,
firm clay to 4m bgl

78160

78250

Tycanny Road Crossing

soft clay to 0.7m bgl

78380

78500

Rarogan Road

very soft peat to 2.8m bgl,

81000

81150

South of Glenhoy Road

very soft peat to 1.5m bgl,

81200

81400

South of Glenhoy Road, at
Access Track

soft clay / peat to 1.0m bgl,

82750

83050

South of Feddan Road

firm clay to 3.1m bgl
overlying soft clay to 5.1m
bgl.

83370

83700

Ballygawley Junction

soft clay to 2.8m bgl,

(Roundabout Junction)
A4 / A5 Link Roads from
Ballygawley Roundabout
Junction

soft clay to 2.8m bgl.

83910

Ballygawley Water and
Ballynany Road

peat and silt to 8.2m bgl,

85180

85320

South of Tullywinny Road

soft clay to 4.0m, bgl.

85850

86380

North of Lisginny Road

very soft peat to 2m bgl, soft
silt to 3m bgl

86850

87400

North of Old Chapel Road

soft clay to 4.8m bgl

88350

88530

Tullyvar Road Junction

soft clay to 2.0m bgl

88650

88800

South of Tullyvar Road

soft clay to 1.2m bgl.

89150

89350

South of Tullyvar Road

soft organic clay to 1.2m bgl,

90270

90340

Carnteel Road Side Road

soft to firm clay to 1.9m bgl

91270

91450

South of Rehaghy Road,
North of Caledon Road.

soft clay to 8.0m bgl,

91450

91500

Lisadvil

Soft clay to 2m bgl

91870

92000

Caledon Road

very soft peat to 1m bgl, soft
clay to 2m bgl,

83450

83450

(Annaghilla side
Rd)

(Annaghilla side
Rd)

83700
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Flooding
6.7

These aspects have been described by Mr. Aidan Hackett as part of his Submission
and I would refer you to his submission for further information on this topic.
Construction and Buildability

6.8

These aspects have been described by Mr. Stephen McCaffrey as part of his
Submission and I would refer you to his submission for further information on these
topics.
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7

Conclusions

7.1

The development of the Proposed Scheme has been carried out in accordance with
the requirements of Roads Service and in compliance with relevant standards. This
has resulted in a Proposed Scheme which;


Is economically robust (as will be demonstrated by my colleague Mr
Hardcastle);



Minimises environmental impacts (as will be demonstrated by my colleague Mr
Reid); and



Justifies the land contained within the draft Vesting Order is required to enable
the scheme to be constructed.
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